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Abstract

We study the zero-shot setting for the aspect-001
based scientific document summarization task.002
Summarizing scientific documents with respect003
to an aspect can remarkably improve docu-004
ment assistance systems and readers experi-005
ence. However, existing large-scale datasets006
contain a limited variety of aspects, causing007
summarization models to over-fit to a small008
set of aspects. We establish baseline results009
in zero-shot performance (over unseen aspects010
and the presence of domain shift), paraphras-011
ing, leave-one-out, and limited supervised sam-012
ples experimental setups. We propose a self-013
supervised pre-training approach to enhance014
the zero-shot performance. Experimental re-015
sults on the FacetSum and PubMed aspect-016
based datasets show promising performance017
when the model is pre-trained using unlabelled018
in-domain data.1019

1 Introduction020

Scientific document summarization aims to sum-021

marize research papers, and it is usually considered022

as generating paper abstracts (Cohan et al., 2018).023

Compared to the news summarization datasets024

like CNN/Daily Mail (Hermann et al., 2015) and025

XSUM (Narayan et al., 2018), scientific papers are026

significantly longer, follow a standard structure,027

and contain more technical terms and complex con-028

cepts (Yu et al., 2020). Recently, there have been029

remarkable improvements in the area of scientific030

document summarization due to the availability031

of large-scale datasets such as arXiv and PubMed032

(Cohan et al., 2018) and pre-trained sequence to se-033

quence models such as BART (Lewis et al., 2020)034

and PEGASUS (Zhang et al., 2020). However, lit-035

tle research has been conducted on aspect-based036

scientific document summarization.037

Aspect-based summarization is the task of sum-038

marizing a document given a specific point of inter-039

1We will release our dataset and models upon acceptance.
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Figure 1: Overview of our approach to create self-
supervised pre-training datasets from unlabelled sci-
entific documents. The aspect-based summarization
model is pre-trained on unlabelled documents, the sec-
tion headings as aspects, and the following paragraphs
corresponding to the aspects as aspect-based summaries.

est. Aspect-based scientific document summariza- 040

tion has several advantages for readers to explore 041

articles quickly and facilitates document assistance 042

systems. It is particularly helpful to assist read- 043

ers in critical reviewing of articles (Yuan et al., 044

2021). Collecting a large-scale dataset for this 045

task is extremely costly. Meng et al. (2021) intro- 046

duce FacetSum, an aspect-based document summa- 047

rization dataset. They employ structured abstracts 048

from the Emerald database2 to create summaries 049

from four perspectives (purpose, method, findings, 050

value). However, readers may be interested in new 051

aspects beyond proposed annotations. 052

Summarization heavily relies on sequence-to- 053

sequence models that require numerous training 054

data. While scientific summarization problem can 055

benefit from large amount of articles with their 056

summaries available (Cohan et al., 2018), the data 057

2www.emerald.com
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for aspect-based summarization of scientific papers058

is scarce. Moreover, most existing methods for059

aspect-based summarization rely on pre-defined as-060

pects. Adding new aspects would require gathering061

new data and retraining the whole system.062

In this work, we are interested in zero-shot063

aspect-based summarization of scientific literature.064

Large pre-trained models such as BERT (Devlin065

et al., 2019) and BART have demonstrated the066

high potential of knowledge transfer from self-067

supervised tasks to downstream tasks. Continu-068

ing the BART pre-training task (i.e., token mask-069

ing and deletion, text infilling, sentence permuta-070

tion, and document rotation) with domain-related071

or target datasets can improve the final performance072

on low-resource domains. However, this process,073

specifically using domain-related datasets, is sub-074

stantially time-consuming (Yu et al., 2021). Also,075

training a summarization model using a second076

summarization dataset on the same task (i.e., in-077

termediate training) enhances the performance (Yu078

et al., 2021). Such approaches only cover limited079

aspects. We believe a good aspect-based summa-080

rization system should establish semantic similarity081

between aspect and document content. We lever-082

age the semantic representations emerging during083

LM pre-training to allow the model to establish084

this semantic connection between the aspect and085

the summary. We also propose an additional pre-086

training procedure to reinforce this connection. The087

contributions of this work are the following:088

• We establish baselines for aspect-based sum-089

marization on two different datasets and anal-090

yse the zero-shot capabilities of those models091

on unseen aspects.092

• For zero-shot capabilities, we study the effect093

of domain shift and unseen aspects on aspect-094

based summarization performance.095

• We propose self-supervised pre-training to096

boost the zero-shot capability of the aspect-097

based summarization model and demonstrate098

its effectiveness.099

• Finally, we analyse how different models be-100

have as the amount of supervision decreases.101

2 Related Work102

Abstractive Summarization. Early research on103

abstractive summarization mainly focused on104

paraphrasing-based compression methods (Filip-105

pova, 2010; Berg-Kirkpatrick et al., 2011). Later106

motivated by the success of neural attention mech- 107

anism (Bahdanau et al., 2014), attention-based 108

sequence-to-sequence models have been developed 109

for abstractive summarization (Rush et al., 2015; 110

Nallapati et al., 2016). Adopting pre-trained trans- 111

former models by self-supervised objectives has led 112

to significant improvements in NLP (Devlin et al., 113

2019). In particular, BART and PEGASUS extend 114

such idea to text generation and have the state of 115

the art performance on abstractive summarization. 116

Scientific Document Summarization. Scientific 117

documents have complex structures. Extractive 118

summarization under-performs abstractive summa- 119

rization in scientific documents because informa- 120

tion is distributed across documents (Cohan et al., 121

2018). Different approaches have been proposed 122

to improve models on scientific data, such as a 123

hierarchical encoder with a decoder attending to 124

discourse-level information (Cohan et al., 2018) 125

or summarizing sections separately (Gidiotis and 126

Tsoumakas, 2019). Two-step pipelines is another 127

approach (Gidiotis and Tsoumakas, 2020) to sum- 128

marize scientific documents. BART is also used in 129

this task (Meng et al., 2021). It can handle long 130

sequences using a hierarchical attention model (Ro- 131

hde et al., 2021) or simply by extending its posi- 132

tional embedding (Meng et al., 2021). Extended 133

BART might enhance the performance for sum- 134

maries requiring information spread mostly at the 135

end of papers. However, as BART is not pre-trained 136

on long texts, the extended model would under- 137

perform efficient transformers (e.g., Longformer 138

(Beltagy et al., 2020)). We performed some initial 139

experiments by extending BART beyond its default 140

input length and found no significant improvement 141

on average scores (Appendix B). Moreover, our ini- 142

tial experiments exposed similar zero-shot trends 143

across different BART versions. Therefore for com- 144

putational reasons in follow up experiments, we 145

stick to the standard BART model. 146

Aspect-based Summarization. Prior to scien- 147

tific documents, aspect-based summarization has 148

been primary studied on reviews to summarize 149

opinions (Titov and McDonald, 2008; Lu et al., 150

2009; Yang et al., 2018; Angelidis and Lapata, 151

2018), arguments (Wang and Ling, 2016), and 152

news articles (Frermann and Klementiev, 2019; 153

Krishna and Srinivasan, 2018). PMC-SA (Gidi- 154

otis and Tsoumakas, 2019) leverages structured 155

scientific abstracts for structured summarization 156
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Pu
bM

ed
# Samples (Aspect, Document)

Train: 139.4K / Validation: 7.9K / Test: 8.1K
Average Length (# Words)

Documents: 3.5K
Summaries:

Intro. Objectives Methods Results Conc.
53 38 76 94 40

Fa
ce

tS
um

# Samples (Aspect, Document)
Train: 182.4K/ Validation: 23.7K / Test: 23.7K

Average Length (# Words)
Documents: 6.6K

Summaries:
Objectives Methods Results Value

53 49 66 46

Table 1: Statistics of the PubMed and FacetSum aspect-
based scientific summarization datasets.

over three sections. In particular, FacetSum, an157

aspect-based scientific document summarization,158

has been collected using the structured outline of159

papers from the Emerald database. It covers diverse160

domains but mainly includes marketing, manage-161

ment, education, and economics.162

Training separated models per aspects (Hayashi163

et al., 2020) is not preferable in the zero-shot set-164

ting. To integrate aspects and input sequences165

representations, an attention mechanism over as-166

pects is used for RNNs (Yang et al., 2018), pointer-167

generator networks (Krishna and Srinivasan, 2018;168

Frermann and Klementiev, 2019), and Transformer169

(Xie et al., 2020). Concatenating aspects with docu-170

ments is a straightforward method result in promis-171

ing performance using BART (Meng et al., 2021;172

Tan et al., 2020; Su et al., 2021). We follow this di-173

rection and study to what extent models are robust174

to new aspects and domain shift.175

Aspect-based summarization can be seen as a176

special case of query-based summarization. How-177

ever, in the query-based literature (Ishigaki et al.,178

2020; Xu and Lapata, 2021) and datasets (Baumel179

et al., 2016; Nema et al., 2017) queries are more180

diverse and mostly long phrases or questions.181

Zero-Shot Summarization Hua and Wang182

(2017) combine in-domain and out-of-domain183

datasets to improve abstractive summarization on184

small data. While Magooda and Litman (2020)185

propose a template-based data synthesis method to186

improve the small data abstractive summarization.187

Coavoux et al. (2019) study an unsupervised aspect-188

based abstractive summarization approach but it is189

difficult to extend it to predefined aspects. Recently,190

AdaptSum (Yu et al., 2021) leverages the idea of191

extra pre-training on BART. They compare interme-192

diate training by a second summarization dataset 193

with continuing BART pre-training using two pre- 194

training approaches: a time-consuming domain- 195

adaptive pre-training (using a corpus related to 196

target) and task-adaptive pre-training (using un- 197

labelled target data). They show intermediate train- 198

ing surpasses continuing the BART pre-training. 199

Similar to our idea of using task-specific self- 200

supervised pre-training, self-supervised generic 201

summaries extracted from the first sentences of 202

Wikipedia documents (Fabbri et al., 2021) and 203

news articles (Zhu et al., 2021) are used to pre-train 204

summarization models for social media, patent doc- 205

ument, and news summarization tasks. To the best 206

of our knowledge, our paper is the first study inves- 207

tigating zero-shot aspect-based summarization. 208

3 Methods 209

In this section, we first present how we formulate 210

the aspect-based summarization problem relying 211

on BART pre-trained model. Then, we propose 212

a method to use unlabelled data for an additional 213

self-supervised pre-training step to improve the 214

zero-shot performance. 215

3.1 Aspect-Based Summarization 216

Given an aspect phrase A = {A1, A2, ..., AK}
containing K words, and a document D =
{W1,W2, ...,WN} containing N words, the
aspect-based summarization task aims to summa-
rize D into summary S = {S1, S2, ..., SM} with
respect to aspect A using an autoregressive summa-
rization model St+1 = Model(St, X = {D,A})
for t = {0, ...,M− 1}. We use BART, a pre-
trained model combining bidirectional and auto-
regressive transformers, to encode documents and
aspects together and generate aspect-based sum-
maries. To combine aspects and documents as in-
put X , we concatenate A to the beginning of D
with the following format:

X =<s> {A1, ..., AK} </s> {W1, ...,WN}

where <s> and </s> are the beginning of sen- 217

tence, and separation tokens, respectively. Finally, 218

we train the model with cross-entropy loss function 219

similar to a generic summarization task. 220

3.2 Self-Supervised Training 221

A model can extend its prediction to unseen aspects 222

only if it can make a semantic connection between 223

the aspect and the document content. When only 224
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a limited amount of aspects is available, there is a225

risk that the model treats those as "special tokens"226

and does not exploit their semantic meaning. There-227

fore, to make such connection stronger, the model228

needs more diverse samples. In order to extend it,229

we propose self-supervised pre-training on (sub-230

)sections headings from the articles. We assume231

headings are phrases conveying the central topic of232

sections and are good alternatives for aspects.233

We propose extracting self-supervised samples234

from the PubMed and FacetSum training sets. Fig-235

ure 1 explains our extraction method. We use236

the (sub-)sections headings as aspects. We assign237

sentences in the corresponding (sub-)sections as238

aspect-based summaries and truncate the sentences239

up to 300 characters. We pre-train BART with240

the extracted dataset using the same cross-entropy241

loss function used for the final summarization task.242

While our pre-trained model can theoretically copy243

text from input to output, it is impossible to copy244

sentences for most aspects as they are not in the245

model input range. We experimented with exclud-246

ing targets from inputs and found no significant247

difference in the final performance (Table 10 Ap-248

pendix C).249

We assume training a model to generate sen-250

tences conditioned on an aspect (heading) helps251

the model to understand the concept of aspect and252

learn representations better for diverse aspects. In253

other words, instead of directly training on labelled254

aspect-based summarization, we train the model in-255

directly using a self-supervised approach and later256

fine-tune it on real summarization samples.257

4 Datasets258

For our experiments, we consider FacetSum, an259

aspect-based summarization benchmark built on260

Emerald articles. In addition, we process PubMed261

and convert into a large aspect-based scientific262

document summarization dataset. We scraped263

the PubMed website to collect the structured ab-264

stracts corresponding to the papers in the PubMed265

summarization dataset. We match papers to their266

web-page using their article ID. We use Beautiful-267

Soup library3 and leverage the HTML structure268

of abstracts on their web-page to extract five as-269

pects: introduction, objectives, methods, results,270

and conclusion. We manually checked the aspects271

and their summary and set rules to convert differ-272

ent spellings and typos (e.g., intro→introduction,273

3www.crummy.com/software/BeautifulSoup/bs4/doc/
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Figure 2: Histogram of 50 most frequent aspects in
the self-supervised samples (top: PubMed⋆, bottom:
FacetSum⋆). PubMed⋆ has [150K,1.4K,214,33] unique
aspects with frequency of higher than [1,10,100,1000]
(FacetSum⋆:[96K,841,120,21]). Aspects removed from
the NoOverlap datasets are highlighted in red.

method→methods) into the five standard aspects. 274

For papers text and sections, we stick to the 275

PubMed dataset. Table 1 shows the datasets statis- 276

tics. We slightly change the aspects in FacetSum 277

to make it similar to our dataset and make do- 278

main shift study possible (purpose→objectives, 279

method→methods, findings→results). 280

For self-supervised pre-training we create two 281

self-supervised datasets: PubMed⋆ and FacetSum⋆, 282

from PubMed and FacetSum aspect-based sum- 283

marization datasets as described in section 3.2. 284

PubMed⋆ and FacetSum⋆ contain 658K and 279K 285

samples and 150K and 96K unique aspects, respec- 286

tively. Additional dataset PubMed⋆-NoOverlap and 287

FacetSum⋆-NoOverlap are the variants in which we 288

exclude aspects that overlap with the main aspects 289

(shown by red in Figure 2). We only exclude as- 290

pects containing the main aspects but not semanti- 291

cally equivalent words. These datasets would allow 292

assessing to what extent the model can perform 293

semantic connection with new aspects. 294

5 Experiments and Results 295

In this section, we first explain model hyper- 296

parameters. Then, we assess models’ ability to 297

make a semantic connection between aspects and 298

summaries in different experimental setups and un- 299

derstand to what extend pre-training helps. 300
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Model R-1 R-2 R-L
Pu

bM
ed

G
en

er
ic Discourse (Cohan et al., 2018) 38.93 15.37 35.21

PEGASUS (Zhang et al., 2020) 39.98 15.15 25.23
BART 45.04 18.45 40.62

Pu
bM

ed

Greedy Extractive (Oracle) 56.61 39.23 47.58
BART 39.03 18.47 34.10
BART-Independent† 38.91 18.21 33.89
BART Shuffle Aspects 24.21 6.18 19.86

Fa
ce

tS
um

G
en

er
ic BART (Meng et al., 2021) 45.49 18.10 42.74

BART-Facet (Meng et al., 2021) 49.29 19.60 45.76
BART 49.98 19.89 46.68

Fa
ce

tS
um

Greedy Extractive (Oracle) 51.87 32.09 41.55
BART (Meng et al., 2021) 23.27 10.31 20.29
BART-Facet (Meng et al., 2021) 37.97 15.17 32.08
BART 36.97 15.50 31.48
BART-Independent† 36.77 15.26 31.23
BART Shuffle Aspects 28.18 6.94 22.71

Table 2: Baselines and the state of the art performance
on PubMed and FacetSum generic and aspect-based
summarization evaluation sets. Results for the models
with † are averaged over all aspects. Results by Meng
et al. (2021) are based on BART extended to 10K tokens.

We rely on BART base available through Hug-301

gingFace’s Transformers library (Wolf et al., 2019).302

It is trained for each dataset we tackle. Fine-tuning303

is done on 1 GPU (NVIDIA V100), with a batch304

size of 64 (8 gradient accumulation steps). We305

train the model for 10 epochs (2 epochs for self-306

supervised pre-training) with a learning rate of307

3e−4 and 500 warm-up steps and set the maximum308

input length to 1024, the BART official length (see309

Appendix A for a full list of hyper-parameters).310

5.1 Baselines Experiments311

System performance is evaluated with the ROUGE312

metric (Lin and Hovy, 2003). Table 2 reports R-1,313

R-2 and R-L scores, measuring the N-gram overlap314

between the reference and generated summaries for315

different baseline models. The first part of the table316

reports the results on generic summarization (sum-317

marizing into full abstracts) for a sanity check and318

compare the ROUGE scores between off-the-shelf319

BART model, as well as the BART model fine-320

tuned on PubMed or FacetSum.4 For aspect-based321

summarization we consider following baselines:322

• Greedy extractive: an extractive summariza-323

tion oracle using the greedy extractive (Nal-324

lapati et al., 2017) method. We calculate325

4We use BART with a length of 1024. We experimented
with longer BART models (extending positional embedding
to 2,048 and 4,096 tokens) and PEGASUS. We did not see a
significant gain in the overall performance of longer BART
except the improvement on summaries requiring information
from the end of papers (e.g., conclusion). Thus we continued
all the experiments with the standard BART (Appendix B).

ROUGE-N between every sentence in a doc- 326

ument and the reference aspect-based sum- 327

maries to find top sentences with the highest 328

scores. The best set of sentences in terms of 329

ROUGE-N scores is selected per document, 330

and then scores are aggregated for all samples. 331

The same score chooses sentences for each 332

ROUGE-N score oracle. 333

• BART: BART model fine-tuned on the aspect- 334

based summarization task containing all the 335

available aspects. This is used as a fully su- 336

pervised baseline for zero-shot experiments. 337

• BART-Independent: BART model trained on 338

each aspect independently; we report an aver- 339

age performance across all the aspects. This 340

baseline is not applicable in zero-shot settings 341

and is reported for comparing baselines. 342

• BART Shuffle Aspects: We evaluate the BART 343

aspect-based summaries generated from a 344

wrong aspect (input document is the same 345

but aspects’ summaries are replaced randomly, 346

e.g., objectives→methods). This baseline 347

serves as a lower-bound performance. 348

Table 2 shows the baseline results of the generic 349

and aspect-based summarization models. As 350

expected, greedy extractive establishes a maxi- 351

mum oracle extractive summarization performance. 352

BART slightly surpasses BART-Ind, showing that 353

training all aspects together results in a better per- 354

formance. Also, independent training is not appli- 355

cable in the zero-shot setups. BART-Shuffle per- 356

forms significantly worse than the other models. 357

It indicates that the aspects belonging to a spe- 358

cific paper still demand significantly different sum- 359

maries. Such a model primarily generates generic 360

summaries rather than aspect-related summaries. 361

Tables 3 and 4 report the performance in terms 362

of different aspects. In both datasets, objective 363

reaches the best ROUGE scores while the perfor- 364

mance drops for results, conclusion, and value. A 365

similar phenomenon has been observed by Meng 366

et al. (2021) and can possibly happen due to fact 367

that information needed for summarizing results, 368

conclusion, and value are mostly spread at the end 369

of papers while information about objectives is 370

skewed toward the beginning of the papers. The 371

performance drop could be also because we trun- 372

cate documents into a maximum length (1024 to- 373

kens) required by default BART architecture. 374
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Model Introduction Objectives Methods Results Conclusion
Greedy-Ext. 55.54/38.51/47.09 57.86/37.94/49.65 57.86/37.94/49.65 56.59/40.00/46.09 61.08/44.88/53.81
BART 40.66/22.12/36.18 51.45/31.79/46.09 40.78/19.08/35.84 34.73/12.91/30.69 34.03/14.11/28.17
BART-Ind. 40.76/22.03/36.22 51.11/31.09/45.44 41.01/19.26/35.99 34.16/12.40/30.10 33.95/13.76/28.13
BART-Shuf. 26.14/07.14/21.63 27.94/08.51/22.04 24.07/06.14/19.86 20.16/04.08/17.08 24.67/05.78/19.79

Table 3: Baseline and SOTA performance on the PubMed aspect-based summarization dataset (R-1/R-2/R-L).

Model Objectives Methods Results Value
Greedy-Ext. 54.94/34.27/44.54 49.27/29.82/39.18 53.25/34.35/42.49 50.18/29.97/40.33
BART (Meng et al., 2021) 46.74/27.09/41.21 23.66/07.92/20.53 16.39/04.63/14.33 06.30/01.62/05.07
BART-Facet (Meng et al., 2021) 48.65/27.72/42.55 33.49/11.01/28.07 34.46/10.49/28.98 35.27/11.44/28.70
BART 48.83/29.10/43.46 32.79/11.71/27.64 32.67/10.21/27.43 33.58/10.98/27.38
BART-Ind. 48.77/28.92/43.31 32.59/11.61/27.39 32.26/09.80/26.96 33.47/10.73/27.26
BART-Shuf. 32.52/09.75/26.34 25.86/05.71/20.96 25.76/05.61/20.83 28.48/06.63/22.79

Table 4: Baseline and SOTA performance on the FacetSum aspect-based summarization dataset (R-1/R-2/R-L).

PubMed FacetSum
Pre-Train Train R-1 R-2 R-L Pre-Train Train R-1 R-2 R-L

Fully Supervised BART Baseline
- PubMed 39.03 18.47 34.10 - FacetSum 36.97 15.50 31.48

Lower-bound BART Shuffle Aspect Baseline
- PubMed 24.21 6.18 19.86 - FacetSum 28.18 6.94 22.71

Domain Shift: Out-Of-Domain Labelled Data & Unlabelled
- FacetSum 28.89 10.20 24.52 - PubMed 31.03 10.04 25.75
PubMed⋆ FacetSum 31.31 11.53 26.79 FacetSum⋆ PubMed 31.67 10.34 26.25
PubMed⋆

(No Overlap) FacetSum 30.37 10.68 25.69 FacetSum⋆
(No Overlap) PubMed 31.17 10.10 25.90

FacetSum⋆ FacetSum 28.92 10.12 24.46 PubMed⋆ PubMed 30.48 9.48 25.29
Only Unlabelled Data

PubMed⋆ - 30.76 11.64 26.16 FacetSum⋆ - 28.18 7.60 23.54
PubMed⋆

(No Overlap) - 29.70 10.93 25.20 FacetSum⋆
(No Overlap) - 26.90 6.67 22.45

FacetSum⋆ - 28.68 9.79 24.30 PubMed⋆ - 27.24 7.01 22.34

Table 5: Performance on PubMed and FacetSum when out-of-domain training data is available (domain shift) or
only unlabelled data is available. PubMed⋆ and FacetSum⋆ are the self-supervised datasets for pre-training.

5.2 Domain Shift and Unlabelled Experiments375

We define different experimental setups concerning376

the dataset used for pre-training and training. To be377

zero-shot, a model cannot be trained on in-domain378

labelled dataset. However, it can be pre-trained on379

the same unlabelled in-domain dataset (PubMed⋆380

or FacetSum⋆) in a self-supervised approach. This381

is a real-life case when there are numerous unla-382

belled but no labelled samples. As shown in Table383

5, our proposed in-domain pre-training alleviates384

the domain shift problem. The best performance385

on both datasets is when the models trained on386

an out-of-domain dataset (PubMed or FacetSum)387

is pre-trained on the unlabelled in-domain dataset388

(PubMed⋆ or FacetSum⋆). It gets closer to the389

fully supervised baseline performance and outper-390

forms the lower-bound. In addition, experiments391

with only unlabelled data show that our proposed392

pre-training achieves comparable results with cases393

where out-of-domain labelled data is available. In-394

terestingly, the models pre-trained on PubMed⋆ per-395

forms better on PubMed than the model fine-tuned396

only on FacetSum⋆. This does not hold for the same 397

case on the FacetSum experiment. We hypothesize 398

that it might be due to the significantly larger size of 399

PubMed⋆ (658K) compared to FacetSum⋆ (279K). 400

It is also promising that pre-trained models with 401

no aspect overlap with the target aspect perform 402

quite well. Such cases simulate the entirely unseen 403

aspects in real scenarios. 404

5.3 Unseen Aspect Experiments 405

Leave-One-Out Experiments. This section stud- 406

ies leave-one-out experiments, aiming to investi- 407

gate performance on unseen aspects within the 408

same domain. We fine-tune BART for aspect-based 409

summarization on all aspects except one that is left 410

out for evaluation. We repeat the experiments for 411

all the aspects available within our dataset. Ta- 412

ble 6 reports the results for this experiment for 413

both PubMed and FacetSum datasets. We com- 414

pare baseline model (✗) and models enriched with 415

self-supervised pre-training step as described in the 416

section 3.2. The self-supervised pre-training can be 417
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PubMed FacetSum
Pre-Train Train Test R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L
✗ All - Introduction Introduction 30.88 11.65 25.66 - - -
✓ All - Introduction Introduction 40.07 21.22 35.5 - - -
✓✓ All - Introduction Introduction 38.76 20.29 33.86 - - -
✗ All - Objectives Objectives 28.97 8.97 22.99 29.08 8.33 23.87
✓ All - Objectives Objectives 34.28 14.26 28.06 36.28 12.92 29.74
✓✓ All - Objectives Objectives 30.69 10.60 24.84 29.15 8.28 23.77
✗ All - Methods Methods 25.68 7.03 21.10 27.32 6.59 22.16
✓ All - Methods Methods 27.28 7.70 22.23 28.13 6.84 22.79
✓✓ All - Methods Methods 27.41 7.89 22.8 28.07 6.59 22.63
✗ All - Results Results 21.28 4.68 17.92 23.82 5.25 19.47
✓ All - Results Results 22.86 5.05 19.51 23.07 4.80 18.90
✓✓ All - Results Results 21.12 4.67 17.79 24.22 5.28 19.83
✗ All - Conclusion Conclusion 27.92 7.36 21.86 - - -
✓ All - Conclusion Conclusion 31.23 9.17 24.73 - - -
✓✓ All - Conclusion Conclusion 30.03 8.13 23.49 - - -
✗ All - Value Value - - - 30.41 7.86 24.22
✓ All - Value Value - - - 31.45 7.92 25.05
✓✓ All - Value Value - - - 29.25 7.41 23.52

Table 6: Leave-one-out experiment on PubMed and FacetSum. The models are trained on all aspects except the one
which the model is tested on. Considering in-domain training, this table shows unseen aspect performance. ✗: no
pre-training except the BART official pre-training. ✓: model is pre-trained on PubMed⋆ or FacetSum⋆ (in-domain).
✓✓: model is pre-trained on PubMed⋆ (No Overlap) or FacetSum⋆ (No Overlap) (in-domain).

PubMed FacetSum
Pre-Train Paraphrased Aspect R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L
✗ Introduction (baseline) 40.66 22.12 36.18 - - -
✗ Introduction -> Background ▼ 27.98 9.34 23.62 - - -
✓ Introduction -> Background 41.47 22.48 36.79 - - -
✗ Introduction -> Context ▼ 30.37 11.92 25.95 - - -
✓ Introduction -> Context 40.28 21.58 35.64 - - -
✗ Objectives (baseline) 51.45 31.79 46.09 48.83 29.10 43.46
✗ Objectives -> Objective 51.37 31.66 46.03 48.91 29.17 43.52
✓ Objectives -> Objective 51.10 31.39 45.60 48.51 28.81 43.14
✗ Objectives -> Purpose ▼ 36.03 15.93 29.84 46.70 26.11 41.11
✓ Objectives -> Purpose 49.77 29.92 44.09 48.28 28.46 42.88
✗ Objectives -> Aims ▼ 28.89 9.29 23.02 30.95 9.64 25.34
✓ Objectives -> Aims 42.67 22.99 36.72 45.19 24.82 39.55
✗ Methods (baseline) 40.78 19.08 35.84 32.79 11.71 27.64
✗ Methods -> Method 40.67 18.75 35.75 32.94 11.82 27.73
✓ Methods -> Method 41.13 19.24 36.07 32.85 11.88 27.69
✗ Methods -> Materials and Methods 40.84 19.16 35.82 32.98 11.75 27.82
✓ Methods -> Materials and Methods 40.58 19.05 35.58 32.77 11.80 27.69
✗ Methods -> Research Design ▼ 34.82 14.23 29.74 32.68 11.34 27.41
✓ Methods -> Research Design 38.22 17.18 33.12 32.84 11.81 27.62
✗ Methods -> Methodology 40.88 19.13 35.90 32.92 11.82 27.81
✓ Methods -> Methodology 40.82 19.24 35.75 32.77 11.82 27.62
✗ Results (baseline) 34.73 12.91 30.69 32.67 10.21 27.43
✗ Results -> Result 34.42 12.73 30.30 32.46 10.05 27.21
✓ Results -> Result 34.12 12.53 30.00 32.46 9.98 27.22
✗ Results -> Discussion ▼ 23.57 7.09 20.09 26.12 5.90 21.25
✓ Results -> Discussion 19.80 4.18 16.65 29.06 7.82 23.93
✗ Results -> Finding ▼ 24.85 6.01 21.37 26.63 6.40 21.81
✓ Results -> Finding 29.11 9.24 25.29 32.46 10.01 27.20
✗ Conclusion (baseline) 34.03 14.11 28.17 - - -
✗ Conclusion -> Conclusions 33.97 14.13 28.16 - - -
✓ Conclusion -> Conclusions 33.94 13.92 28.04 - - -
✗ Value (baseline) - - - 33.58 10.98 27.38
✗ Value -> Values ▼ - - - 32.24 10.59 26.98
✓ Value -> Values - - - 33.46 10.99 27.35

Table 7: Paraphrasing experiment on PubMed and FacetSum. In each section, we evaluate the model trained on all
original aspects on a new paraphrased aspect, e.g., introduction→background reports the case when introduction
summaries are assigned to background. Considering in-domain training, this table shows unseen aspect performance.
Significant drop in no pre-train cases are shown by ▼.
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Figure 3: Aspect-based summarization performance
with limited supervised examples. Pre-training with
in-domain and out-of-domain datasets significantly im-
proves the low-resource training sample performance.
Top: evaluation done on PubMed dataset, Bottom: eval-
uation is done on FacetSum dataset. ( —– BART , –•–
BART + pre-trained on PubMed⋆, –×– BART + pre-
trained on FacetSum⋆, - - - BART fine-tuned on all
samples)

done either on all the section headings (✓) or only418

on those non-overlapping with aspects of interest419

(✓✓). First, we note that zero-shot performance420

without self-supervised pre-training performs sig-421

nificantly worse compared to fully supervised mod-422

els although it is still above random lower bound423

BART-Shuffle model (cf. tables 3 and 4). The pre-424

training step allows to significantly improve this425

performance for most of the aspects. As shown,426

non-overlapping pre-training (✓✓) also performs427

better than without pre-training cases except re-428

sults and value. introduction and objective aspects429

experience the most improvement. As discussed430

previously (section 5.1) this could be due to the431

fact that information required to summarize these432

aspects are skewed toward the beginning of papers433

(Meng et al., 2021), and therefore is always within434

the input range of BART.435

Paraphrasing Experiments. We study another436

zero-shot experiment where aspect word is para-437

phrased for evaluation. This experiment aims to438

understand to what extent a model can exploit the439

semantic meaning of aspects to generate good sum-440

maries. Table 7 reports results comparing models441

with and without pre-training. As in the previous442

experiment, the model without pre-training may443

significantly drop when replacing the original as-444

pect with its alternative, specially when it does not445

share common sub-words. However, it still per-446

forms better than the random lower bound model447

meaning that it relies on the semantics of the aspect 448

to some extent (cf. tables 3 and 4). The pre-training 449

step makes the models suffering from a significant 450

drop (▼) more robust to aspects paraphrasing while 451

it does not significantly decline the performance in 452

other cases. This is probably because the model has 453

been exposed to a much richer and more diverse 454

set of aspects during pre-training, and therefore 455

learned to exploit aspect semantics better. 456

5.4 Few-Shot Experiments 457

Our final experiment aims at evaluating the sum- 458

marization performance with limited supervised 459

examples. For this, we train BART on the first 460

10, 100, 1K, 10K, and 100K training samples from 461

each dataset. We repeat the experiments with the 462

BART models pre-trained on the PubMed⋆ and 463

FacetSum⋆ self-supervised datasets. Figure 3 plots 464

the learning curves behaviour of different models 465

as the amount of supervision grows. We see that 466

models with self-supervised pre-training consis- 467

tently surpass the baseline model. This superior- 468

ity is much more significant in the few-shot cases, 469

but the differences fade as more training samples 470

is available and models become fully supervised. 471

As expected, the models pre-trained on in-domain 472

datasets perform better than the out-domain pre- 473

trained models. 474

6 Conclusion 475

In this paper, we studied the problem of zero- 476

shot aspect-based summarization of scientific docu- 477

ments. We established various experimental setups 478

to investigate the effect of additional pre-training 479

and intermediate training on the zero-shot perfor- 480

mance with respect to domain shift and unseen as- 481

pects. We proposed a self-supervised approach to 482

pre-train the model using unlabelled target datasets. 483

Results indicate that additional pre-training on the 484

target dataset followed by intermediate training re- 485

sults in the best zero-shot performance. 486

We established leave-one-out and paraphrasing 487

experimental setups to simulate the practical case 488

of facing unseen aspects and showed the promis- 489

ing effect of additional self-supervised pre-training. 490

Our proposed pre-training step improves the per- 491

formance in the few-shot settings. 492

Investigating the effect of pre-training in terms 493

of semantics evaluation scores can be done in the 494

future. 495
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A Training Hyper-parameters736

BART fine-tuning is done on 1 GPU with 32GB737

memory (NVIDIA V100) with a batch size of 64.738

We use a gradient accumulation step of 8 and have739

8 training samples per GPU per step. We train the740

model for 10 epochs (2 epochs for self-supervised741

pre-training). We use a learning rate of 3e− 4 and742

500 warm-up steps. The maximum source length743

is set to 1024, and the maximum target length is744

set to 256. We set weight decay to 0.01, maxi-745

mum gradient norm to 0.1, learning scheduler type746

to polynomial, label smoothing factor to 0.1, and747

dropout to 0.1, length penalty to 1.0, and the num-748

ber of beams to 4.749

B BART with Extended Input Length750

BART has been pre-trained with a standard maxi-751

mum input length of 1024 (Lewis et al., 2020). We752

can simply extend its positional embedding. How-753

ever, as it has not been pre-trained with extended754

positional embedding, it would under-perform ef-755

ficient transformers such as Longformer which is756

pre-trained on long inputs (Beltagy et al., 2020). In757

addition, the computational complexity of BART758

increases quadratically with input length; therefore,759

extended BART is substantially expensive to be760

trained. Table 8 and 9 compare the performance761

of standard BART with BART 2048 and BART762

4096. While the extended models enhance the763

performance for method, results, conclusion, and764

value, which require information spread mostly at765

the end of papers, the overall improvement is not766

significant considering extra complexity and exces-767

sive training time. The BART-Facet model (Meng768

et al., 2021), which is an extended BART to 10,000 769

tokens, confirms the same trend. 770

C Masked Self-Supervised Pre-training 771

This section compares our default pre-trained ap- 772

proach with a masked version where we exclude 773

target texts from inputs during the pre-training step. 774

Our goal is to see the performance change when 775

we remove the slight chance of copying sentences 776

from input to output in the default setup. Note, it 777

is impossible to copy sentences for most aspects 778

as they are not in the model input range. Table 10 779

indicates that the difference between the two cases 780

is insignificant. 781
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Model Introduction Objectives Methods Results Conclusion
BART 1024 40.66/22.12/36.18 51.45/31.79/46.09 40.78/19.08/35.84 34.73/12.91/30.69 34.03/14.11/28.17
BART 2048 39.92/21.27/35.33 52.05/32.30/46.52 40.01/20.29/36.89 38.88/17.28/34.51 36.01/16.39/30.27
BART 4096 39.28/21.53/34.86 52.05/32.17/46.39 44.44/20.04/36.32 39.33/18.87/35.13 41.13/23.25/36.12

Table 8: Comparing BART with the standard maximum length of 1024 and the extended BART models on the
PubMed aspect-based summarization dataset.

Model Objectives Methods Results Value
BART 1024 48.83/29.10/43.46 32.79/11.71/27.64 32.67/10.21/27.43 33.58/10.98/27.38
BART 2048 49.82/30.22/44.34 34.64/13.48/29.22 34.16/11.41/28.70 34.19/11.72/27.95
BART 4096 49.96/30.63/44.58 35.20/13.97/29.68 34.18/12.04/29.27 33.95/11.76/27.86
BART-Facet 10000 (Meng et al., 2021) 48.65/27.72/42.55 33.49/11.01/28.07 34.46/10.49/28.98 35.27/11.44/28.70

Table 9: Comparing BART with the standard maximum length of 1024 and the extended BART models on the
FacetSum aspect-based summarization dataset.

PubMed FacetSum
Pre-Train Train R-1 R-2 R-L Pre-Train Train R-1 R-2 R-L

Domain Shift: Out-Of-Domain Labelled Data & Unlabelled
PubMed⋆ FacetSum 31.31 11.53 26.79 FacetSum⋆ PubMed 31.67 10.34 26.25
PubMed⋆

Masked FacetSum 31.44 11.52 26.83 FacetSum⋆
Masked PubMed 31.27 10.18 25.96

FacetSum⋆ FacetSum 28.92 10.12 24.46 PubMed⋆ PubMed 30.48 9.48 25.29
FacetSum⋆

Masked FacetSum 28.23 9.87 23.75 PubMed⋆
Masked PubMed 31.21 9.91 25.87

Only Unlabelled Data
PubMed⋆ - 30.76 11.64 26.16 FacetSum⋆ - 28.18 7.60 23.54
PubMed⋆

Masked - 30.73 11.79 26.15 FacetSum⋆
Masked - 28.30 7.91 23.71

FacetSum⋆ - 28.68 9.79 24.30 PubMed⋆ - 27.24 7.01 22.34
FacetSum⋆

Masked - 28.49 9.63 24.12 PubMed⋆
Masked - 27.90 7.50 23.06

Table 10: Comparing normal self-supervised pre-training using PubMed⋆ and FacetSum⋆ with their masked version.
In masked datasets, the target text is masked during training.
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